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3. reformational

4. reformation
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1- The rules need to be ……………… .
1. reformed

2. reform

2- Maradona ……………… all other footballers of his day.
1. excel

2. excellence

3. excellent

4. excelled

3- He was charged with causing a/an …………… after the game.
1. disturbance

2. exhaustion

3. fair play

4. aggressiveness

3. Exhaustion

4. Amphetamines

3. stand

4. tone

4- .................. are sometimes taken illegally.
1. Aggressiveness

2. Disturbance

5- They had seats the east …………… .
1. fair play

2. disturbance

6- The term ……………. refers to:'' the activity of running slowly and steadily as a form of exercise''.
1. hiking

2. jogging

3. tone

4. fair play

7- The term ……………. refers to:'' the state of being very tired''.
1. exhaustion

2. aggressiveness

3. disturbance

4. hooliganism

8- The term ……………. refers to:'' the state of behaving in an extremely noisy and violent way in

public, usually in a group''.
1. hooliganism

2. disturbance

3. scuffle

4. aggressiveness

9- All players say money was their main ……………. for winning.
1. motivate

2. motivation

3. motivational

4. motivelessly

3. strictness

4. strictly

10- Alfred is brought up very …………… .
1. striction

2. strict

11- Planning and organization are among jack' s ……………… .
1. apprenticeship

2. candidate

3. accomplishments

4. approach

12- The success or ………… of the project depends on you.
1. beginner

4  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. failure

3. potential
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4. expert
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13- The term ……………. refers to:'' qualities that exist and can be developed ''.
1. apprenticeship

2. accomplishment

3. potential

4. involvement

14- The term …………… refers to:'' a person with special knowledge, skill or training in sth.
1. expert

2. apprenticeship

3. beginner

4. candidate

15- We tried to discuss the matter calmly and ………………. .
1. reason

2. reasonably

3. reasonable

4. reasons

16- Several principles are included in International Olympic Committee ……………. .
1. emblem

2. motto

3. charter

4. enterprise

3. charter

4. delegate

17- Our new sport club's ………….. is an eagle.
1. motto

2. emblem

18- The term …………… refers to: '' a large project; a venture ''.
1. enterprise

2. aspiration

3. authority

4. maintenance

3. glorification

4. excellence

19- The term …………… refers to: '' the act of praising''.
1. aspiration

2. maintenance

20- Since there is ……………… on both sides, they can reach an agreement.
1. glorification

2. goodwill

3. proposal

4. youth

Quite apart from drug abuse, ……1…… deplored even by some of the abusers, there is the trend to
scientific training, which is practiced by most modern countries, and which Germany has
developed to a high degree of ……2….. While no one questions the instrumental efficiency of such
training, there is reason to ask, as have neo-Marxist scholars, whether sports, once conceived as an
……3…….to work, have not become works mirror image. The pervasive popularity of modern
sport, for children as well as for adults, suggests that the answer must still be negative.
21- Fill the gaps with the correct word.
1. expert

2. experience

3. expertise

4. extent

3. alternation

4. altered

3. publication

4. public

22- Fill the gaps with the correct word.
1. alternative

2. alter

23- Fill the gaps with the correct word.
1. popularity
4  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. publicly
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24- The manager decided to have a different……… to discipline.
1. approach

2. candidate

3. failure

4. task

25- The festival was……………….. by an eminent sportsman.
1. inaugurated

2. inagur

3. inaugural

4. inagurate

In 1894 Pierre de Coubertin wrote: “why did I restore the Olympic Games? To enable and strengthen
sports, to ensure their independence and duration, and thus enable them better to fulfill the
educational role incumbent upon them in the modern world, for the glorification of the individual
athlete whose muscular activity is necessary for the maintenance of the general spirit of competition.”
From this first statement the aims of the Olympic Movement have grown and developed. They are now
expressed in the Olympic Charter under four headings:

• to promote the development of those physical and moral qualities w which are the basis of sport
• To educate young people through sport in a spirit of beter understanding between each other
and of friendship and to build a more peaceful world.

•

To spread the Olympic principles throughout the world, thereby creating international goodwill.

• To bring together the athletes of the world in the great quadrennial sport festival, the Olympic
games.

26- The aims of the Olympic movements in the Olympic charter are under…………
1. three headings

2. five headings

3. two headings

4. four headings

27- How the Olympic movement creating international goodwill?
1. by the promoting the development of those physical and moral qualitise
2. by the educating young people throu sport in a friendship way
3. by the spread the Olympic principles throughout the world
4. by the bring together the athlete in the great quadrennial sport festival
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28- In 1894, why Pierre de Couber3n restore the Olympic games?
1. For the glorification of the individual athlete to keep sprit of competition
2. To decrease recreational aspects of sport
3. To develop constitutional principles all over the world
4. To ensure the dependent and frequency of sport

29- Which sentence is "True"?
1. The aims of the Olympic movement are not included in the Olympic charter.
2. One of the aims of Olympic movement is bring athletes of the world quadrennial.
3. The Olympic movement has only international aims.
4. In 1894 Pierre de Couber0n restore the Olympic games for recrea0on.

30- The Olympic ﬂag and the rings symbolize the union of the 5 ……….
1. courtires

4  از4 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. games

3. continents
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4. nations
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